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“There is a famous saying that when one is on the brink of disaster the only progressive step is
backwards.”
Vince Serventy.
OUR SOCIETY
MEETINGS.
In July, we had a film evening. The two films shown, were, “Energy Picture” and “The
Scouting Way”. These were from the BP film library and our thanks to Mr Stanger, the projectionist.
These big companies often have good Nature films which they lend free of charge. However they are
sometimes disappointing as entertainment – purely propagandist. Not having a preview, that is one
of the risks involved in viewing them.
At our August meeting Mr Graham Alcorn gave a very interesting talk on Australian birds, together
with recollections of his recent European trip, using slides to illustrate.
September

26.

Mr Peter Edwards, Speaker – “Science Education”.

October

31.

Mr A Mitchell, Speaker – “Forestry”.

November

28.

Mr S Clemestra, Speaker- “Ferns”.

As usual meetings are held in the Conservation Hut. 8pm.
EARTH WEEK. This year Lawson Public School has been invited to take part in the poster
competition. As was the case last year, posters will be displayed in the Hut, and visitors will record
their judgment of the best three posters. Books will be given to the pupils with winning posters.
The observing of Earth Week becomes more important each year, and it isn’t just a case of
conserving wildlife. World population growth, pollution of air, waterways, waste disposal, pesticides,
our own use of natural resources, even household ecology – all these things are inter-related, and
cannot be considered in isolation. Neither can we in Australia ignore the rest of the world.

It is right and proper to get steamed up about the preservation of our environment; but it would be
a sad commentary on us if we failed to show concern, for example, about the vast areas of Africa
which are now becoming desert, and where millions of people face death. Places like Mali, Chad,
Upper Volta, Mauritania, Senegal, Niger and Ethiopia, which may never again become the chain of
gardens with wells and palms, fruit and vegetables they once were.
THE LOCAL SCENE.
In the next year or so, the whole future of these mountains may well be
decided, for the better or worse. We have seen the publication of the Strategy Plan, produced by
Urban Systems. Any one of the five alternative proposal could be chosen, or a mixture of the
proposals, varying with locality. Whatever the final choice, there will need to be much discussion
and debate beforehand. After wide community involvement (hopefully), the council will make its
final decision. So it will be a busy time for the planning subcommittee, for it is essential that the
viewpoint of conservation be put in the anticipated public involvement.
HAWKESBURY RIVER ASSOCIATION.
This Association is concerned about development in the
Hawkesbury Basin. To this end, they organised a meeting on Saturday 7th September, to which all
conservation societies were invited. Our Society, which is on the watershed of the Hawkesbury
River, was represented by Mr Graham Alcorn, and Mr K Smith. The weather was ideal for the
occasion, held on a large area of lawn at Fisherman’s Point, midway between Spencer and Brooklyn,
on the Hawkesbury River. Dr Harry Recher presided, and with other informed speakers, outlined
some of the many environmental problems facing the Hawkesbury Basin. Problems faced by the
various societies were also brought to light by those attending. To bring about some sort of cohesion
and a united front, the Hawkesbury River Association has agreed to publish a newsletter with
information on the activities of all societies involved. There will also be a Symposium on the
Hawkesbury River Basin, to be held in the Upper Mountains at a venue to be decided, in about
twelve months.
OUTINGS REPORT.
On Saturday September 14th a small party of ten met at North Springwood
for a ramble along the banks of Blue Gum Creek. Following this, on the advice of one member who
claimed that the diversion was short, and steep only in one section, an expedition was undertaken
up Bees Nest Hill to Grose Mount Lookout. The way proved to be very steep and seemed very long
too! However, the view from flat rock forming the lookout was very lovely and well worth the climb:
it was enhanced by a clump of wedding bush in full flower beside the dark rock. The wild flowers
were in profusion, and our more learned members soon identified them for us. Amongst others
Boronia made the air fragrant, and hibbertia, grevilleas, waratahs and patersonia were plentiful. A
shrub known as “eggs and bacon” was much in evidence and this caused such a feeling of hunger
that a halt was called for lunch just below the Lookout. Following our meal and rest we completed
the climb. From there a tentative foray was made to find an alternative way back, but this was
abandoned as impractible and we retraced our steps.
There seemed few birds about, and only the whip bird could be identified with certainty, as our bird
experts were missing! We reached the cars at about four pm, and after a cup of tea and a chat about
the events of the day, the party dispersed. It had been a pleasant and happy day, the weather fine,
but very windy.
M & J Vaughan.

FUTURE OUTINGS.
5th October: McMahons Lookout. Meet 9.30 am Bodington turn off Great
Western Highway, near the Brown Horse.
2nd : November: Walk up Mount Banks. Meet Mt Victoria Station 9.30 am
7th : December: Christmas Barbecue, meet at the Hut Valley of Waters. 10 am. Picnic lunch, Morning
and afternoon walks around reserve, barbecue at 6.30pm. Please bring own food for cooking.
***************

DATES TO TEMEMBER
Saturday October 5th. Conservation Film Festival at Sydney Opera House. The two sessions are 2 pm5 pm and 7 pm – 10.30 pm. Films will include ABC series “Wild Australia”. “The Man who Could Not
Stop”. Australian – Canadian production. A new approach to Russian Conservation and others. For
bookings. Phone 4392603.
Saturday October 19th – Land Use Planning Symposium. This is being organised by the Conservation
Society of NSW, and will commence 9.30 am. The cost of $10 includes buffet luncheon, afternoon
tea, and papers. The list of speakers reads like a Who’s Who amongst planning people. The place –
Menzies Common Room, Women’s College, University of Sydney.
Contact Conservation Society of NSW 195 Macquarie St Sydney or Phone 2211769 if you wish to
attend.
Unfortunately, this date clashed with Australian Conservation Foundation’s Annual Meeting to be
held in Sydney this year.
Saturday October 26th. Nature Conservation Council Annual Dinner. After dinner Speaker will be Dr
Alan Newsome, who has worked on Kangaroo, Dingo and other wildlife management problems. His
subject will be “Wildlife Management – a real responsibility but few facts”.
Venue – Police Citizens Boys Club, 224 Falcon Street, North Sydney.
Tickets – Contact Jim Brown, 12 Fox Valley Road, Wahroonga. Phone 481236.
HERON AND RAINBOW BIRD SURVEY
The Bird Observers Club of Victoria is conducting Australia-wide surveys on the Rainbow Bird and the
White-faced Heron. It is hoped to build up a picture of migratory, seasonal and nomadic movements
for each species.
The Club has written asking our members to send in observations of the number of birds seen, the
location and the date of observation. If a flock is seen, the direction of flight is also required.
Send information or enquiries to “Rainbow Bird/Heron Surveys”. The Bird Observers Club, Box
2167T, GPO Melbourne Vic 3001, or to the Editor and he will forward it.

As far as we know, Rainbow Birds have not been seen in the Blue Mountains, but White-faced
Herons (known to some as Blue Cranes) are common around dams and swamps.
*****
AN INTERESTING BANKSIA
Specimens of an interesting Banksia which grows beside the road in a Leura park were sent to the
National Herbarium.
The banksia is a small tree 11 feet high and over 20 feet wide, with fairly large leaves and very long,
narrow flower spikes, dark blue-grey in colour, opening to yellow.
The Chief Botanist of the Herbarium, Dr L.A.S. Johnson, has replied that it is Banksia paludosa, very
uncommon in the Leura area, the most recent collection in that region being from Wentworth Falls
in 1896. It is quite well known from the Mt Wilson – Bell area.
Editor G Alcorn, PO Box 39 Blackheath NSW.
Notes
From the Journals
Australian Conservation Foundation Newsletters, July and August issues, include news of a proposed
new zoning called “Residential Conservation”. It is suggested that it would allow low-density housing
on private bushland, while setting strict conditions on its residents, visitors and public authorities to
ensure preservation of the native flora and fauna. The idea is being championed by Neil Douglas,
landscape artist, and others in Victoria. Could this be part of the answer for the Blue Mountains?
Kevin Smith.
CONSERVATION CONFERENCE
Kevin Smith and Graham Alcorn are our delegates to the annual conference of the Nature
Conservation Council to be held in Sydney on October 26th. Our Society has submitted two
resolutions.
*******************************
OUR TOWN PLANS
By Beryl Cooley,
Convener, Katoomba & District Wildlife Conservation Society Planning Committee.
Last year a new town plan was exhibited to give citizens an opportunity to comment or appeal to a
commissioner. The amended plan would not stand forever, of course, but would be followed, from
time to time, by other such statutory plans drawn up by “back room boys”. Our Society formed a
committee to comment on the plan. A submission was drawn up by this committee, endorsed by a
meeting of the Society, and forwarded to the Blue Mountains City Council last January.

Then something unforeseen occurred: a grant from the Australian Government, to be used before
30th May 1974. The Blue Mountains City Council commissioned Urban Systems Corporation to
investigate and compile a framework for future planning. The result, the Blue Mountains Strategy
Plan, in two volumes, was presented to Council at the end of May. Copies are to be available to the
public, but Council has had delays in having them printed.
Citizen participation
The new plan is not a statutory town plan like the previous one, but a strategy – a planning process.
It uses citizen participation. (This means new attitudes and methods of co-operation instead of the
actions of confrontation that have been the most effective way of public expression on the past).
Whereas previous statutory plans have been drawn up by authorities, such as the State Planning
Authority with the Blue Mountains City Council, planning in future is to be a result of co-operation
between the authorities and the citizens they serve.
Three stages
The Strategy is divided into three stages. The first stage was commenced by Urban Systems
Corporation by preparing the Strategy Plan, and this stage consisted of four steps:
(1) An identification of major issues and problems;
(2) The postulation of alternative futures for selection by the community later; with an
evaluation of the impact of each of these postulated alternatives;
(3) Step 3 was the Blue Mountains City Council’s acceptance of the Consultant’s report;
(4) The commencement of urgent priority actions.
That leads to stage two, with four steps; the first being the priority action of public involvement. And
that is where we are now. Blue Mountains City Council retained the services of Mr Mikel Ball of
Urban Systems Corporation to implement this step.
Citizens Planning Committee
At a public meeting at Springwood on 6th September, a steering committee was elected to liaise with
Council re the formation of Citizens Planning Committee(s). Our secretary Mr Kevin Smith, was one
of the six elected to this steering Committee.
Step 2 will be Council policy making (a process which include Council together with citizens and their
groups, as constituted by the steering Committee). The Consultants stress the urgency of Council
policy making for two reasons;
(1) Before irreparable damage has been done, and
(2) To enable a financial base for action to be established.
Policy making will be centred around three main subjects: Environment, Tourism, City framework.
Then the time will come for step 3: Choice and initial assumption of one of the five alternative
futures. This choice need not be the same everywhere on the Mountains. Then Step 4 will be shortterm action planning; leading to stage three.

Stage three: Step 1 Evaluation of chosen future at local level; Leading to Step 2: modification of it,
and Step 3: modification of Council policies, followed by step 4: long-term action planning.
Let us return to the present, at the end of stage one, and to its recommended urgent Action
Priorities. A priority in regard to Tourism is the need for a policy on the role of the Blue Mountains
for Tourism. In regard to City Issues: To decide whether the environment should be the delimiter of
City expansion. In regard to Regional Issues: To decide whether self-containment is desired for the
Blue Mountains. (There are other priorities).
Environmental Priorities
We state all the “urgent priorities” in regard to Environment, because it is our main concern. The
Blue Mountains City Council clearly state its environmental policies before irreparable damage is
done. And in order to secure funds from outside bodies.
(1) Critical environmental areas: Council Must urgently delineate these, implement protective
measures, and evolve suitable uses for them;
i.
Within intermediate (between villages) environmental areas, which are proposed
non-urban, and subject to alienation
ii.
Special areas (Megalong Valley, Mt Wilson, Mt Irvine, Mt Tomah), which are under
threat by development.
iii.
Escarpment and views from these natural environmental areas in National Parks,
State Forests and Water Catchment Areas.
iv.
Historical and Aboriginal Sites.
(2) Council must review non-urban policies.
(3) Council must investigate the ecological impact of pollution & solutions to this.
(4) Council must act towards enhancement of views from roads.
(5) Council must act towards funding for preservation of escarpment.
(6) Council must act towards monitoring of non-conforming and destructive activities.
(7) Council must act towards rationalisation of fire-control policies.
Urban Systems Corporation acknowledged our submission on the Town Planning Scheme as one of
the references it used. Most of the main guideline points made by our submission were incorporated
in Urban Systems’ analysis of issues or recommendations for priority actions, but one important
point seems to have been overlooked: the urgency of preservation of creek catchment areas (unless
it is included in (3).
Thus the Strategy Plan incorporates the modern concept of democracy as responsible, informed
participation at grass-roots level, with the principle of feed-back.
This means that we must inform ourselves, We must act responsibly and rationally, and co-operate
with others in forward planning.
****************
Correction: In July issue it is regretted that some words were omitted from the final paragraph of
Nancy Douglass’s article: The final paragraph should have read – a large straggly shrub, formerly
classified as Cudrania cochinchinensis is now classified as Maclura cochininensis…Ed.

